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		Linux is the most exciting development today in the UNIX world -- and some would say in the world of the PC-compatible. A complete, UNIX-compatible operating system developed by volunteers on the Internet, Linux is distributed freely in electronic form and for low cost from many vendors. Its software packages include the X Window System (X11R6); TCP/IP networking (including SLIP, PPP, and NFS support); popular software tools such as Emacs and TeX; a complete software development environment including C, C++, Perl, Tcl/Tk, and more; libraries, debuggers, multimedia support, scientific and database applications, and much more. Developed first on the PC, it has been ported to many other architectures, and a POSIX-compliant version has even been developed.Running Linux explains everything you need to understand, install, and start using the Linux operating system. This includes a comprehensive installation tutorial, complete information on system maintenance, tools for document development and programming, and guidelines for network and Web site administration.New topics in the second edition include:

		
			Printer configuration, management, and use
	
			Configuration of network clients for NFS and NIS
	
			Expanded information on configuring a wide range of hardware devices
	
			Updated configuration information for the kernel and XFree86
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Einstein Relatively Simple: Our Universe RevealedWorld Scientific Publishing, 2014

	Einstein Relatively Simple brings together for the first time an exceptionally clear explanation of both special and general relativity. It is for people who always wanted to understand Einstein's ideas but never thought they could.


	Told with humor, enthusiasm, and rare clarity, this entertaining book reveals how a former high...
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Mobilize Your Enterprise: Achieving Competitive Advantage Through Wireless TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2002
Companies can gain an enormous advantage by mastering mobile technology. A wireless workforce allows information to flow immediately and freely between off-site employees and the home office, leading to what mobile business strategy expert Patrick Brans calls friction-free sales and service. In Mobilize Your Enterprise, Brans explains precisely...
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Inside Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 represents a new generation of enterprise resource
	
		planning
	
		(ERP) software. With over 1,000 new features and prebuilt industry
	
		capabilities for manufacturing, distribution, services, retail, and public sector, Microsoft
	
		Dynamics AX 2012 provides a robust platform for developers to...
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Java InstantCode: Developing Applications Using JCASkillSoft Press, 2004
This book describes how JCA defines a development methodology and suggests analysis and design patterns that are useful both for building connectors to legacy applications and for designing adapters for new applications.

Java provides Java Communication Application Programming Interface (JCA), which contains classes and...
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Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 Best PracticesMicrosoft Press, 2008
Get field-tested best practices and proven techniques for designing, deploying, operating, and optimizing Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 and Windows SharePoint Services 3.0. Part of the new Best Practices series for IT professionals from Microsoft PressÂ®, this guide is written by leading SharePoint MVPs and Microsoft SharePoint...
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Encyclopedia of Mobile Computing and CommerceIGI Global, 2007
Nowadays, mobile communication, mobile devices, and mobile computing are widely available. Everywhere people are carrying mobile devices, such as mobile phones. The availability of mobile communication networks has made a huge impact to various applications, including commerce. Consequently, there is a strong relationship between mobile computing...
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